We study Coulomb drag in double-layer graphene near the Dirac point. A particular emphasis is put on the case of clean graphene, with transport properties dominated by the electron-electron interaction. Using the quantum kinetic equation framework, we show that the drag becomes Tindependent in the clean limit, T τ → ∞, where T is temperature and 1/τ impurity scattering rate. For stronger disorder (or lower temperature), T τ ≪ 1/α 2 , where α is the interaction strength, the kinetic equation agrees with the leading-order (α 2 ) perturbative result. At still lower temperatures, T τ ≪ 1 (diffusive regime) this contribution gets suppressed, while the next-order (α 3 ) contribution becomes important; it yields a peak centered at the Dirac point with a magnitude that grows with lowering T τ . Frictional drag in double-layer systems consisting of two closely spaced, but electronically isolated conductors is a well established experimental tool for studying the microscopic structure of solids [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In such an experiment a current I 1 is passed through one of the conductors (the "active" layer) and the induced voltage drop V 2 is measured along the other ("passive") layer. The ratio of this voltage to the driving current ρ D = −V 2 /I 1 (known as the drag coefficient or the transresistivity) is a measure of both the inter-layer interaction [1, 2] and the microscopic state [3-6] of the layers. At low temperatures the drag effect is dominated by direct Coulomb interaction between the carriers in the two layers.
We study Coulomb drag in double-layer graphene near the Dirac point. A particular emphasis is put on the case of clean graphene, with transport properties dominated by the electron-electron interaction. Using the quantum kinetic equation framework, we show that the drag becomes Tindependent in the clean limit, T τ → ∞, where T is temperature and 1/τ impurity scattering rate. For stronger disorder (or lower temperature), T τ ≪ 1/α 2 , where α is the interaction strength, the kinetic equation agrees with the leading-order (α 2 ) perturbative result. At still lower temperatures, T τ ≪ 1 (diffusive regime) this contribution gets suppressed, while the next-order (α 3 ) contribution becomes important; it yields a peak centered at the Dirac point with a magnitude that grows with lowering T τ . Frictional drag in double-layer systems consisting of two closely spaced, but electronically isolated conductors is a well established experimental tool for studying the microscopic structure of solids [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In such an experiment a current I 1 is passed through one of the conductors (the "active" layer) and the induced voltage drop V 2 is measured along the other ("passive") layer. The ratio of this voltage to the driving current ρ D = −V 2 /I 1 (known as the drag coefficient or the transresistivity) is a measure of both the inter-layer interaction [1, 2] and the microscopic state [3] [4] [5] [6] of the layers. At low temperatures the drag effect is dominated by direct Coulomb interaction between the carriers in the two layers.
The physics of Coulomb drag is well understood if both layers are in the Fermi liquid state [10, 11] . The electric field in the passive layer is induced by exciting pairs of electron-like and hole-like excitations in a state with finite total momentum. The momentum is transferred from the current-carrying state in the active layer by the inter-layer Coulomb interaction. The inter-layer momentum transfer can be described by the effective relaxation rate τ −1 D . The most basic qualitative features of the drag measurement [1, 10, 11] can already be inferred by estimating τ −1 D with the help of Fermi's golden rule, where it is crucial to take into account the energy dependence of the density of states (DoS) and/or diffusion coefficient D: indeed, the current-carrying states can be characterized by non-zero total momentum only in the case of electron-hole asymmetry.
The drag coefficient ρ D and momentum relaxation rate τ −1 D can be related using a simple Drude-like model. Consider the phenomenological equations of motion, assuming for simplicity that both layers are characterized by the same carrier density n and effective mass m d dt
where j 1(2) is the average current density in the active (passive) layer, E 1(2) is the electric field in the two layers, and τ is the impurity scattering time. Noting that in the drag measurement no net current is allowed to flow in the passive layer j 2 = 0, we arrive at the Drude-like formula
Combining Eq. (2) with the Fermi's golden rule estimate for τ −1 D one can estimate the drag coefficient. More rigorous calculations based on either the diagrammatic perturbation theory [10] or the kinetic equation [11] confirm the "Fermi-liquid" result
where µ 1(2) is the chemical potential of the active (passive) layer and A 12 is determined by the matrix elements of the inter-layer interaction (the precise form of A 12 as a function of the inter-layer spacing d depends on whether transport in the two layers is ballistic or diffusive [10] ). Even though the drag coefficient (3) is apparently independent of the impurity scattering time τ , transport properties of each individual layer are usually [1, 10] assumed to be dominated by disorder, τ ≪ τ D . In particular, solving Eq. (1) for the resistivity one finds the usual Drude formula. In contrast, the behavior of clean doublelayer systems, i.e. with τ ≫ τ D , is less trivial. In this case, the last term in Eq. (1) may be neglected leading to the non-zero result for the single-layer resistivity
Note, that the system is still characterized by the infinite conductivity (ρ −1 = ∞), as expected for disorder-free conductors on the grounds of Galilean invariance.
The physical picture of the drag effect outlined so far is based on the following assumptions: (i) each of the layers is assumed to be in a Fermi-liquid state, which at the very least means µ 1(2) ≫ T ; (ii) electron-electron interaction does not contribute to the transport scattering time; (iii) the inter-layer Coulomb interaction is assumed to be weak enough, α = e 2 /( v F ) ≪ 1, such that ρ D is determined by the lowest-order perturbation theory [10] .
Lifting one or more of the above assumptions leads to significant changes in the drag effect [3] [4] [5] [7] [8] [9] . In this Letter we focus on the system of two parallel graphene sheets [7] [8] [9] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , which offers a great degree of control over the microscopic structure of the two layers. Indeed, using hexagonal boron nitride as a substrate [9, 22] , one can decrease disorder strength in the system and reach the regime, where transport properties of the two layers are dominated by electron-electron interaction, τ ≫ τ ee . Moreover, the carrier density can be electrostatically controlled allowing one to scan a wide range of chemical potentials from the Fermi liquid regime to the Dirac point.
While inapplicable to massless fermions in graphene, the equations of motion (1) provide an expectation of non-zero resistance in the case of the ultra-clean system. Below, we use the quantum kinetic equation (QKE) approach [23, 24] to derive hydrodynamic equations [25] 
that generalize Eq. (1) for interacting Dirac fermions in graphene. Solving these equations (or equivalently, the QKE) we confirm that the system of two ultra-clean graphene sheets is indeed characterized by a non-zero, but degenerate resistance matrix whose elements satisfy Eq. (4), with ρ D shown in Fig. 1 . Kinetic equation. -We now briefly outline the derivation of the QKE for double-layer graphene structures and its solution in the ballistic regime (see Supplemental Material [27] ). Consider an infinite sample in an infinitesimal, homogeneous electric field E 1 applied to the active layer. The response of the system to the field can be described by the small non-equilibrium corrections h 1 (2) to the Fermi distribution functions defined by
where the eigenstates of the Dirac Hamiltonian H = vσp are labeled [27] by their energy ǫ and the velocity unit vectorv; the momentum of the particle is p = ǫv/v. Small corrections h 1(2) can be found by linearizing the QKE [26] 
where the linearized pair-collision integrals are given by
and we have used short-hand notations h i,a = h(ǫ a ,v a ), da = ν(ǫ a )dv a dǫ a , with a = 1, 2, 3, 4. The kernel
contains the interaction matrix element describing the two-particle scattering 1 → 2 and 3 → 4 and the corresponding Dirac factors. Here we take into account only the Hartree interaction term: there is no exchange interaction between the layers, whereas within the layers the Hartree term dominates in the large-N limit (N is the number of electron flavors; physically, N = 4 due to spin and valley degeneracy). The peculiarity of the inelastic scattering in the Dirac spectrum is two-fold. First, since the velocity v = v 2 p/ǫ is independent of the absolute value of the momentum, total momentum conservation does not prevent velocity (or current) relaxation. As a result, the intralayer collision integral I ij yields a non-zero transport relaxation rate due to electron-electron scattering.
Second, the scattering of particles with almost collinear momenta is enhanced since the momentum and energy conservation laws coincide for collinear scattering. This restricts the kinematics [23, 24, 28] of the Dirac fermions leading to the singularity in the collision integral. This singularity leads to the fast thermalization of particles within a given direction, which justifies the Ansatz:
The Ansatz (9) retains the only two modes for which the collision integral I ij is not singular: the "momentum mode" χ
p , which nullifies the collision integral due to momentum conservation, and the "velocity mode" χ (i) v , which nullifies I ij in the case of collinear scattering. The same kinematic restrictions lead to fast uni-directional thermalization between the layers. This allows us to set χ
p , and hence reduce the QKE for the doublelayer setup to a 3 × 3 matrix equation.
Consider for simplicity the case of identical layers (for the more general case of µ 1 = µ 2 see Supplemental Material [27] ). Integrating the reduced QKE over the energies, we arrive at the set of steady-state hydrodynamic equations in terms of the particle currents
and the total momentum P = eǫ 0 C 2 1 (E 1 + E 2 )τ :
, the intra-and inter-layer electron-electron transport scattering rates are (
and σ k are the Pauli matrices in "layer space". The coefficients C 1(2) represent the average energy and energy variation, while ǫ 0 = 2T J {1}/N is a typical energy:
The hydrodynamic equations (11) generalize the equations of motion (1) to the case of Dirac fermions in graphene. The kinematic peculiarity of Dirac fermions manifests itself in the appearance of the total momentum, which entangles the electric fields in the two layers.
Solving the hydrodynamic equations (11) we find
For a clean system, the resistivity matrix is degenerate and the drag coefficient is given by
which remains non-zero ρ D ∼ ( /e 2 )α 2 even at the Dirac point µ = 0, where it is determined by τ 
T is subleading; the latter is expected to dominate the effect for sufficiently strong disorder, see below).
Equation (13) gives the general expression for the drag coefficient in the ballistic regime based on the solution of the QKE (6). For arbitrary parameter values this expression is to be evaluated numerically (see Fig. 1 for the numerical results). Analytical expressions can be obtained for various limiting cases (summarized in Fig. 2 ). Below, we discuss the asymptotic behavior of ρ D for the case of two inequivalent layers [27] focusing on the experimentally relevant case [7] [8] [9] T d/v < 1 and analyzing the evolution of ρ D with increasing disorder strength.
ee ) and neglecting the third-order contribution to τ −1 D , we find for ρ D near the Dirac point
where τ For even stronger disorder (or at low temperatures) T τ ≪ 1 the electron motion becomes diffusive. In this case the kinematic restrictions are relaxed and the Ansatz (9) is no longer justified. However, in this regime, the perturbative approach is applicable and allows for a standard description of the diffusive transport. Diffusive regime. -The lowest-order perturbative calculation [10] amounts to evaluation of the AslamasovLarkin-type diagram for the drag conductivity given by [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] focused on Eq. (16)]. In the diffusive regime, Γ α a (ω, q) can be found using the Ohm's law and the continuity equation [30] Γ = eq(∂σ/∂n)ImΠ R . All microscopic details are now encoded in the diffusion coefficient and the density dependence of the single-layer conductivity σ. Close to the Dirac point µ ≪ T ≪ τ −1 the derivative ∂σ/∂n ∼ nv 2 τ 2 (independently of the precise nature of impurities). After this the evaluation of Eq. (16) is rather standard (except that, in contrast to Ref. 10 , the Thomas-Fermi screening length is much longer than the inter-layer spacing κd ≪ 1) and yields
This result vanishes at the Dirac point as a consequence of the electron-hole symmetry.
The importance of the electron-hole asymmetry for the Coulomb drag follows from Eq. (16): the non-linear susceptibility can be thought of as a measure of the asymmetry. However, Eq. (16) is only the lowest-order contribution to σ D . Under standard assumptions of the Fermiliquid behavior in the two layers (µ ≫ v/d ≫ T , µτ ≫ 1), this contribution indeed dominates the observable effect. On the contrary, in the vicinity of the Dirac point in graphene, the next-order contribution ρ
D [29] becomes important since it is insensitive to the electron-hole symmetry and thus does not vanish at the Dirac point.
The explicit results of Ref. 29 were obtained in the usual limit κd ≫ 1. Extending these calculations to the opposite case κd ≪ 1 we find close to the Dirac point
and ρ
Away from the Dirac point this contribution decays as a function of the chemical potential ρ
2 )(µτ ) −3 and rapidly becomes subleading. As a result, ρ D at the Dirac point, we assume the single-layer conductivity σ ∼ e 2 /h discarding localization effects. Indeed, experiments on high-quality samples show T -independent σ down to T = 30 mK [31] , that can be explained by the specific character of disorder in graphene [32] .
Summary. -We have studied Coulomb drag in double-layer graphene structures. By using the QKE formalism we have shown that for weak disorder (or high T ; ballistic regime) ρ D near the Dirac point is given by Eq. (15), see also Fig. 1 , which is consistent with Ref. 8 . For α 2 T τ ≪ 1, the solution of the QKE agrees with the perturbative calculation of Ref. 16 . For even stronger disorder (or lower T ; diffusive regime) subleading third-order contribution dominates the effect in qualitative agreement with the experimentally observed peak at the Dirac point at low temperatures [9] . A possible alternative origin of the low-T peak at the Dirac point is a collective state of the double-layer system, either due to strong interaction [33] (not explored here) or correlated disorder [34, 35] (discussed in Supplemental Material [27] ).
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Coulomb drag in graphene near the Dirac point: Supplemental Material
Kinetic equation approach
In this section we provide details of derivation of the resistivity tensor in double layer graphene from the kinetic equation approach.
A. Kinetic equation
Eigenstates of the massless Dirac Hamiltonian H = vσp are characterized by the values of momentum p and the discrete variable χ = ±1 indexing conduction and valence bands. In this representation, energy and velocity are ǫ = αv|p| and v = χvp/p. It is, however, more convenient to label the eigenstates by their energy ǫ and the unit velocity vectorv. The momentum of the particle is then p = ǫv/v and the normalization of the states reads
We consider an infinite double-layer graphene sample (layers 1 and 2) in a homogeneous electric field E 1 applied to the active layer 1. Assuming weak electric field, we start with the linearized kinetic equation:
Here the nonequilibrium correction h i to the Fermi distribution function is defined by
and I ij is the linearized pair-collision integral:
Here ν(ǫ) is the density of states for one of N flavors (per spin and per valley in graphene, where N = 4). We assume formally the large N limit and neglect the intralayer exchange interaction. We further assume that the scattering does not mix flavors (i.e., we neglect the intervalley scattering due to Coulomb interaction): states 1(3) and 2(4) belong to the same flavor, which gives the overall factor N . The kernel
contains the interaction matrix element M ij describing the collision of two particles 1 → 2 and 3 → 4 and the corresponding Dirac factors. Within the Golden-rule approximation, this matrix element is given by the Fourier component of the interaction potential:
with
Further, one can generalize the collision integral to the case of the RPA-screened interaction. Then
whereÛ
where Π i (q, ω) is the polarization operator in layer i. We will focus on the experimentally relevant case of closely located layers, T d/v ≪ 1. Furthermore, here we will restrict our consideration to the case of relatively low concentrations, such that µd/v ≪ 1 (the situation with large interlayer distance will be considered in detail elsewhere). Under these conditions we can set d = 0 in the interaction matrix elements so that the intralayer and interlayer interactions are just the same. We further assume that the interaction coupling constant is small
For simplicity, we treat impurity scattering within the relaxation time approximation with an energy-independent transport time τ . Generalization to the more realistic case of Coulomb impurities with an energy-dependent transport time will be discussed elsewhere.
B. Collinear-scattering singularity
The momentum and energy conservation establishes severe kinematic restrictions on the scattering in systems with linear spectrum [23] . This can be easily seen, when one rewrites the product of delta-functions in Eq. (23) as integrals over q = p 1 − p 2 , ω = ǫ 1 − ǫ 2 , and two angles φ 1(3) between q and p 1(3) , respectively:
This allows one to integrate out p 2 and p 4 (v 2,4 and ǫ 2,4 ) in the collision integral, leading to the product
which sets
When calculating the scattering rates using the collision integral (22), the angular integration over φ 1 and φ 3 removes the delta-functions, producing the factor
In combination with the Dirac factors from Eq. (24),
this yields
Therefore, further integration over q or ω generically produces a logarithmic divergence at ω = ±qv, which stems from the collinear scattering φ 3 = φ 1 = 0 or π, see Eq. (34) at the light cone. This divergence reflects the fact that for a linear spectrum the momentum and energy conservation laws coincide in the "one-dimensional" collinear case.
Note that this enhancement of the collinear scattering is not restricted to the case of undoped graphene. In order to regularize this divergence, one has to go beyond the Golden-rule level and take into account the screening of the interaction (which in the clean case is perfect exactly on the light cone) and renormalization of the spectrum due to interaction (leading to nonlinear corrections). These mechanisms lead to the appearance of a large factor | ln(α)| ≫ 1 in generic relaxation rates in graphene. In disordered graphene, this singularity is also cut off by disorder-induced broadening of the momentum-conservation delta-function.
C. Ansatz
The singularity in the collinear scattering in graphene leads to the fast thermalization of particles within given direction within each of the layers. Clearly, in an external electric field E, the linearized nonequilibrium correction to the distribution function is proportional to the driving term Ev. Therefore, the nonequilibrium correction
is characterized by some function of energy χ(ǫ). One can formally expand this function in ǫ/T :
The action of the collision integral (which contains the combination h 1 − h 2 + h 3 − h 4 ) on this function generates the equilibration rate in all terms except for n = 0, 1. Indeed, for n = 0, the combination
contains the differences of velocities. This cancels the kinematics-induced divergency
contains the change of the total momentum of two colliding particles, which is exactly the argument of the momentumconservation delta-function. All other contributions with n > 1 produce a relaxation rate enhanced by the collinear scattering. The corresponding values of χ n are therefore strongly suppressed compared to χ 0 and χ 1 , which justifies the following Ansatz [23] :
This correction to the distribution function contains only the two modes (proportional to velocity and momentum and characterized for each layer by the two constants χ v = χ 0 and χ p = χ 1 , respectively), that nullify the collision integral in the case of collinear scattering. The notation χ µ and χ T is chosen to emphasize that, after the linearization with respect to E, these quantities reflect the angular-dependent corrections to the chemical potential and temperature, respectively, in the direction-equilibrated distribution function:
The Ansatz Eq. (39) greatly simplifies the solution of the kinetic equation, replacing the integral equation by a matrix one. Furthermore, the same kinematics-induced singularity in the collinear scattering as in I ii appears in also the intralayer collision integrals I ij . This implies fast unidirectional thermalization between the layers. Therefore, we set χ
T , and hence reduce the kinetic equation for the double-layer setup to a 3 × 3 matrix equation ("three-mode approximation").
D. Hydrodynamic equations
In each of the two layers, we introduce the particle currents (the total velocities)
and energy currents (or, equivalently, the total momenta)
and substitute the Ansatz, Eq. 39, into these expressions, which yields
Here
In terms of the currents, the fast interlayer thermalization (χ
T ) translates into the relation
where
The asymptotics of the functions B (i) n (µ i /2T ) read:
It is also convenient to define B 2 = B
(1)
2 . Finally, we introduce the total momentum (total energy current)
which is not affected by electron-electron collisions due to total momentum conservation in the e-e collision integral. These transformations allow us to rewrite the matrix kinetic equation in the "hydrodynamic form". Here we can also introduce electric fields in both layers without doubling the number of relevant modes. Integrating the reduced matrix kinetic equation over the energy with
and
yields the following steady-state equations (in order to avoid confusion in indices, from now on we label the layers by a and b)
Here we have introduced the following effective transport relaxation rates:
Here 1/τ a(b) ee are the intralayer transport relaxation rates describing the velocity relaxation within a layer due to inelastic scattering with electrons in the same layer (described by W aa ) and in the other layer (W ab term). The rate 1/τ D describes the interlayer velocity relaxation (velocity transfer from one layer to the other due to W ab ): we call it the drag rate. The kernels W ij here are related to the kernel of the collision integral (23) as follows:
2. Ballistic regime
A. Resistivity matrix
The hydrodynamic equations (55) yield the following explicit expressions for the intralayer and interlayer resistivities:
, and ρ ba = ρ ab . The drag coefficient is defined as
It can also be rewritten in the following form,
which for the disorder-dominated case yields directly the conventional perturbative drag:
For equal layers, we denote
Then the resistivity matrix readŝ
Here the first term is the intralayer resistivity determined by disorder, the second term describes the conventional Coulomb drag in combination with the intralayer inelastic transport relaxation, and the last term arises due to the fast unidirectional thermalization in graphene.
In the clean limit τ = ∞ the resistivity matrix has the form
which for equal layers simplifies toρ
The off-diagonal component of this matrix is given in Eq. (14) of the main text.
B. Asymptotics of the drag coefficient
The general condition separating the disorder-dominated and Coulomb-dominated transport regimes can be found from Eq. (61), where one should compare the two terms in the numerator:
In the vicinity of the Dirac point (µ a,b ≪ T ), the intralayer transport relaxation rates are
whereas the drag rate was found in Ref. [16] :
so that 1/τ ee ≫ 1/τ D . Substituting these results into Eq. (69), we find
i.e. the crossover occurs at 1/τ ∼ 1/τ ee . Away from the Dirac point, T ≪ µ a,b ≪ T /α, the drag rate is (for simplicity we set µ a ∼ µ b ∼ µ)
It is worth mentioning that, for µ ≫ T , the intralayer scattering is much less efficient for the relaxation of velocity than the interlayer scattering. Indeed, the intralayer (∝ W ii ) contribution to 1/τ ee in Eq. (58) contains the combination of velocities v 1 − v 2 + v 3 − v 4 , which for µ ≫ T is very close to p 1 − p 2 + p 3 − p 4 . Therefore, at high chemical potentials 1/τ ee is dominated by the interlayer contribution (∝ W ab ). Thus the crossover between the two regimes occurs for µ ≫ T at
The drag coefficient in the disorder-dominated regime coincides with the perturbative result,
In the opposite, ultraclean case, assuming for simplicity equal layers, we get from Eq. (68)
The difference between the disordered (perturbative) and ultraclean (equilibrated) results for the drag is in the presence of 1/τ ee in the latter case. In particular, for equal layers, this enhances the drag by a factor of 2. Since these results are qualitatively the same, we do not analyze the behavior of the drag at yet higher chemical potentials, referring the reader to Ref. [16] .
C. Third-order drag rate
It is important that the second-order (Golden-rule) drag rate vanishes at the Dirac point due to the particle-hole symmetry. However, the particle-hole symmetry does not affect the odd-order drag rates [29] . Near the Dirac point, such rates should not depend on µ and hence are proportional to T . Taking into account the second-order matrix element M (2) ab ∝ α 2 ,
we estimate
where we skip the numerical prefactors in both terms. A similar correction arises in 1/τ ee , but there it is always subleading for α ≪ 1. Substituting this correction into Eq. (66), we find
Clearly, for µ ≫ α 1/2 T we can disregard the α 3 -terms. In the opposite limit, we neglect the conventional drag term:
Exactly at the Dirac point this yields
For finite chemical potential, this result is valid for
In the opposite limit, one can neglect the α 3 -term, yielding
3. Diffusive regime
A. Third-order contribution to the drag
In this section we analyze the third-order drag [29] in the diffusive regime T τ ≪ 1 for the case of high dimensionless conductances (per spin and per valley), g = νD ∼ µτ ≫ 1, where D = v 2 τ /2 is the diffusion coefficient. In this limit, one can calculate the prefactor analytically. In the vicinity of the Dirac point µτ ≪ 1, the conductance is of order unity. Indeed, experiments on high-quality samples show T -independent σ down to T = 30 mK [31] , that can be explained by the specific character of disorder in graphene [32] . Therefore, there we also assume the diffusive dynamics described by the diffusion propagators
and polarization operators
where ν i is the density of states of the layer (per spin and valley) i = 1, 2 and D i is its diffusion coefficient. The third-order drag resistivity was calculated in Ref. [29] for the case of large interlayer distance, κd ≫ 1. Here we generalize this result to the opposite case κd ≪ 1, which is experimentally relevant for graphene near the Dirac point.
The analytic expression for the third-order drag resistivity is given by [29] ρ (3)
Here the thermal factors F i (ω, Ω) are given by
The propagators of longitudinal vector potentials V 12 (q, ω) in Eq. (87) include the dressing of the vertices by diffusons:
where the retarded RPA-screened interlayer interaction U RPA 12 (q, ω) is defined in Eq. (29) . For simplicity, we consider equal layers. For small interlayer distance d ≪ vτ we have qd ≪ 1. It is convenient to introduce the inverse screening length
where ν is the thermodynamic density of states per one flavor of particles. Expanding exp(−qd) ≃ 1 − qd we get
and hence
We first consider the case of large interlayer separation, N κd ≫ 1.
which reproduces the result of Ref. [29] :
(94)
and we find
In the opposite case N κd ≪ 1 (which is relevant to our problem),
Substituting this into Eq. (87), we get
The frequency integrals are dominated by ω ∼ Ω ∼ T , whereas the momentum integrals are dominated by q ∼ Q ∼ q T = T /D. Therefore, the drag conductivity in Eq. (98) can be estimated as
Therefore, for N κ ≫ T /D we get
while for N κ ≪ T /D we find
In the first case the expression for the third-order drag coefficient is given by
The integrals here are now dimensionless [one measures momenta in units of (T /D) 1/2 and frequencies in units of T ]. In the second case the prefactor is again determined by a dimensionless integral:
For T τ ≪ 1 and µτ ≫ 1, we have
which implies
For µτ ≪ 1, we have
Thus, for
the third-order drag resistivity reads:
At T τ ∼ 1 this result matches the ballistic third-order drag resistivity, Eq. (82). For yet lower T ≪ α 2 N 2 /τ and µτ ≪ 1 the third-order drag saturates at
Finally, for µτ ≫ max{1, (T τ ) 1/2 /αN }, the third-order drag behaves as
Correlated disorder
In the original version of the paper we mentioned the correlations between the disorder potentials of the two layers [34] as an alternative mechanism leading to a low-T peak in ρ D at the Dirac point. After the submission of the original version, we became aware of a preprint by Song and Levitov [35] that focused on such a mechanism. In this section we analyze the role of interlayer correlations of disorder potentials (both of short-range and long-range nature) within our general framework. This allows us to compare the effect of correlated disorder with the third-order drag considered in the main text and in Sections 2C and 3 of the Supplemental Material.
As emphasized in Ref. [35] , the correlations between the disorder potentials of the two layers might be especially important in drag experiments on graphene near the Dirac point for the two reasons: (i) similarly to the third-order drag, it does not require [34] the particle-hole symmetry and hence provides finite drag at the charge neutrality point [35] ; (ii) in contrast to experiments on conventional semiconducting double wells, the interlayer distance in graphene experiments is rather small, which enhances the disorder correlations between the layers. In what follows, we analyze the two models of correlations: (A) Correlated scattering off common short-range impurities [34] and (B) correlations of large-scale inhomogeneities of the chemical potentials in the layers [35] . 
Averaging this expression over the small fluctuations of the correlated chemical potentials [35] , we arrive at the correction to the universal third-order result, ρ 
We see that in the Coulomb-dominated transport regime, this correction is dominated by the fluctuations in B 1 , whereas in the disorder-dominated (perturbative) regime, the main role is played by a locally finite drag rate. Finally, in the ultraclean limit
we can neglect 1/τ in the denominator of the local drag resistivity given by Eq. (61), yielding a natural analog of Eq. (15):
∆ρ D (µ = 0)(r) ∼ e 2 α 2 δµ 1 δµ 2 δµ 1 δµ 1 + δµ 2 δµ 2 .
In particular, for perfectly correlated chemical potentials, δµ 1 (r) = δµ 2 (r), the fluctuations drops out from Eq. (126) and the local resistivity turns out to be independent of r. In a more general case, the averaging over fluctuations becomes nontrivial, but this can only affect the numerical prefactor in the final result. Thus, the correlated large-scale fluctuations of the chemical potentials in the layers in effect shift the curve 1 in Fig. 2 upwards, extending the validity of the fully equilibrated result,
to the case of finite disorder, Eq. (125), at the Dirac point. This implies that in the case of correlated inhomogeneities the disorder-induced dip in the lower left panel of Fig. 1 develops only for sufficiently strong disorder.
